HOLOCAUST

Script Version 1.0

Screen in the start 

(Voice of a woman speaking) The year is 2024, a big bomb explode in a ancient place of the planet Earth (Image of a place with no people, and the explosion). Nobody knew that, except the Dumon Army (Image of the army with black cloths). They knew that the gases from the bomb could modify the blood of the civilians, these are their first experiences, (image of the capture) they started to capture all the civilians to study the blood and started to make their own mutations. (image of the Rinotrober commanding  the civilians).

To those that do not have the right type of blood, they was discarted or used in trainings and tests for the mutants (Image of a Rinotrober punching the chest of a civilian and a lot civilian dead in the floor)

The situation now is out of control, they have a lot of laboratories and bases (image of laboratories and bases) around de world making this experiences and preparing their army, we do not know exactly where are they.

My name is Alice (image of Alice), I don´t know why they did not kill me, maybe because I have a certain knowledge in the biological area, but I’m a prisoner here and I call for help.

(Camera goes out and show Vincent speaking, he was showing the images and audio in a monitor) Alright boys, the year now is 2028, 4 years that we are trying to eliminate this army, you are new here and I hope that you learn a lot with our most experienced soldiers. Each month we have a new team here to help in another locations, the situation is critical, so you have to prove why you are the best soldiers of the world.


15 JAN 2028 - Territory Occupation

(Banza is the player)

(Inside the ship looking the scene from the window)

Tomas – Hi Banza, I can see you are new here. Come here and I will let you meet the team.

(Walk into the ship, opening electronic doors and find Bill in the coffee room)

Tomas – This is Bill our captain.
 
Bill – How are you soldier? Are you prepared for a good action?

Banza – I’m fine, a little anxious like the other novices.

Bill – Don´t worry, we have a good adjusted team.

(Now you can walk into the ship and listen to other conversations, look into coffee room, stufy room and another room for shoot training) 

Luiz - (speaking from sound boxes) Ok soldiers, Get prepared to landing in the room A4.

(In room A4)

Luiz – Where are your weapon Soldier? Let’s go, hurry up novice.

Tomas – Don´t worry, he have always a bad mood, your weapon is over there into that blue box.

Luiz - Bill, Tomas and... novice soldier, go.

Bill - Ok Banza and Tomas, here is our place, go, go!!!

(Door open, and only our team Bill, Banza and Tomas go out the ship with parachutes)

Bill – I want you get close, we need to eliminate some Dumon soldiers in this region and I want to get they in surprise.

(We walk in the forest and we find 3 enemy soldiers in a small improvised base)

Bill – Banza, use the zoom of your weapon and shoot in the head of that stoped soldier.

(After the shoot, Bill and Tomas finish the other 2 enemies)

Tomas – Wow, look what we have here, this is disgusting.

(In the small base they found into the boxes multisides bodies, mechanic parts and a lot blood)

Bill – More of them, shoot!!! Banza, protect yourself into there.

(Sets of ten enemies down the mountain and shooting, you must be inside a cocoon of metal and shoot from there, if no, you die)

Bill – This is getting irritatinnnnng!!!!!

(Wile Tomas is shooting, Bill crouch, adapt his weapon to a laser nuclear weapon and shoot showing a line of light very strong exploding all the enemies)

Tomas – Woww, this is the way I like, can I use your weapon Captain? 

Bill – Not this time Tomas! We need to continue and clean this region.

(Walking very fast)

Tomas – But with this weapon this will not be a problem Captain.

Bill – Don´t forget that I have only 2 shoots more with this.

Tomas - Vejam, mais uma base inimiga, parece que esta vazia

(We find a base a little big with a prisoner monster in a chair screaming)

Tomas – Bill what is this?

Bill – I don´t know but we have to destroy all this and kill this thing, be human or not!

Bill – I will go set the bomb soldiers, not will be in this local.

(Bill set the bomb)

Tomas – Bill, here, look what he have in the arm, my God, what they are doing?

Bill – I can´t believe, he is one of us! And his name is Roger.

Tomas – What will you do?

Bill – Let’s take him, help him!

Tomas – Help me here Banza.

(You have to click to help him and automatic begins an in-game cinematic, holding Roger in the soldiers to out of the base)

Roger – Kill meeee.

(Roger have a strange voice, very scary)

Bill – Shut up Roger, we go help you, be cool.

Tomas – Hum, I have a bad felling with this.

Bill – Let’s go guys, we need to get 300 m from the base to me start the explosion. 

Tomas – Fuck, ambush from the back.

(A lot shooting, action scene)

Bill – Fuck, they shot me, Banza, take this control and continue running until you hear a bip, when you listen to, press the button, go!!! This is a order.

(End of the cinematic, you have to run to the other side of the mountain and activate the bomb explosion, BOOOOMMMM, and after that you have to go back to see what happened)

Bill – This get close, the explosion killed  most of them, we need to go back to our ship and see what is happening with Roger. Good work guys.

A little late

(Inside the ship)

Tomas – So Camille, you are very pretty today.

Camile - Thanks Tomas

Tomas – Did you find what is happening with Roger?
 
Camile – Yes, in reality is what occur in the most of mutations, his brain is still not affected but we can see a big instability in his cells, it exist a strong radiation connected to the blood, I never saw this reaction in a human body. I’m trying to manipulate a cure, probably I will need some days until readjust all this parameters unstable. Let’s keep him in monitoring for 24 hours.  


10 FEB 2028 – The Roger Problem    *need more details

(Luiz look to Roger and think, this soldier was always useless)
(Roger break his chains, kidnap Luiz and jump from the ship)
(Confronting air atacks into the ship)
(Bill take his ship inside the principal ship and go with Banza and Tomas search for Luiz in the enemy territory)

9 MAR 2028 – Rescue our General

(demo level for the contest MSCU)

Bill -  Alright Banza, attation. We need to rescue Luiz, our general. We received informations that he must be in this region, try to find some secrets ways but becarefull, we still don´t know what we can find in this land. We also received informations about the presence of Rinotrobers, therefore, be careful. I will be here taking care of the ship and monitoring via radio and camera, Tomas will go with you. Good luck boys.

(Bill goes to the control and open the door)
(Tomas start run outside the ship)

Tomas - Wow, this will gona be fun, can you imagine to have the chance to find a Rinotrober? Comom, hurry.

(Bill put his hands in waist and speak: “Comon Banza”, “What are you waiting?”, “We don´t have much time”)

Comon Banza, what are you waiting, we don´t have much time.

(Tomas start running and after 200m a mine in the floor explode and he don´t die but he can´t walk anymore in this situation)

Bill (in radio) - Dammit, the terrain is full of mines, take care man, Tomas, how are you?

(After some seconds)

Bill (in radio) - Banza, leave Tomas with me. Continue the mission

(After some seconds)

Bill (in radio) - Banza, that explosion can turned on some alarms, therefore, I gonna give you 10 minuts to complete this mission. Find Luiz e come back to ship as fast as you can.

Bill (in radio) - Great, I see that you found a secret way, our General must be in some room.

(Banza find a entrance to the sub way)

Bill (in radio) - Fuck, what is this? What kind of aberrations this crasys are doing?

(You can see a lab with Gordinho inside screaming)

Bill (in radio) - Look that Rinotrober, there is a long time that I didn’t see one like this. Stay away from him.

(The Rinotrober is walking in the lab, when he see Banza, he runs to the glass and give a head punch, the glass have now a track and Rinotrober go away)

Ambiente Sound - Hello, helpe me, hello, is anybody there?

(You find the correct door, open it and rescue Luiz)

Luiz - Wow, finally. Thank God you arrived in time, let’s leave this place.

(After 4 sec the Rinotrober breaks the large door and run fast to take Luiz)

Luiz - Wow run, run

Bill (in radio) - Comom guys, run, we don´t have much time.

Luiz - Don´t waste your time shooting him, just run idiot.

(Running)

Luiz - Fuck, our way out is blocked, we need to find another way, come here.

(Rocks blocked the first way)

(Luiz take the big rock that are closing the new way and Banza and he go to that new way)

Luiz - Bill !

Bill - Get down, go go.

(Bill shoot with the nuclear laser in Rinotrober and the Rinotrober goes down)

Tomas - Oh my god, great shoot, you finished him.

Bill - This Rinotrober will be back in feel minuts.

(Bill with Tomas in his arms run into the ship)

Luiz (extra) - Ufff, this fucking planet is making me crasy.

Bill - Let’s go guys, we have just 30 seconds until the enemy forces come here. Go.

1 JUN 2028 - The Dumon’s Revenge

(The Dumon prepare the mutant army against us – soldiers + 3 Rinotrobers + Roger)
(We kill Roger)
(Banza is captured)

13 JUN 2028 – Reborn in Hell 

(Banza is moored in a table receiving injections, he can hear screams, they walk with the table and Banza can see Gordinho walking like a doped into laboratory)

(Gordinho take you from the table and put you in a room with no exit, Banza does not have his soldier cloth anymore, he have a hospital cloth with blood dirt)

(Banza needs to find a way to go out)

(Alice “from the beginning of the game” help you go out and show you a secret way to scape.

(You find your cloth and escape, walk in the rock terrain and see a lot of friendly soldiers deads in the field, find our ship destroyed e ask for yourself “What happened?”, Banza say too “I need to find help or I will go die” 

(Banza is not good, screen turn red and he is down in the flor)

15 JUN 2028 – The hope’s blood

(Banza woke up in a bed into a base and Camile is helping him with the wounds)

Camile – You may is asking what happen. Luiz killed us all, he is one of them, we did not know.

Camile – With your blood I could stabilize your neurons, but you may continue with your mutations, some parts of your body are dead like your arm for example, in the other side your body is acquiring more fiber muscles and bones more bigger and more stronger. I also will have to adapt a new arm for you.

20 JUN 2028 – The Bill’s help

Bill adapt, and put into your arm a fixed nuclear laser. Now you have 2m of height and a bad voice. Ho yes!

We walk destroying everything, into the enemy territory, Gordinhos and abominations are all over the place.

Boss of the level - Luiz

10 JUL 2028 – Comanding the new arm

Banza determines when he want help of the army during the battles, into the battle and he know Barraka.

Boss of the level - Trobus 

Barraka have 4 legs, part of his body is a big  bull and the other part is human, he can escape in this time.

5 AUG 2028 – The Big lake

Camile discover in the research the Dumon center, it’s inside a big lake in subterranean.

Boss of the level - Barraka

We enclose Barraka, inside him get out small enemies like spiders for example.

END OF THE GAME
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